Lean Transformation
Case Study in the
Medical Device Industry
By Zeev Ahronson

1. Background

2. Cross Organizational Lean Transformation

In the past, medical device companies have been reluctant to adopt the Lean philosophy. There were many
reasons for this: strict regulatory requirements pose
highest quality performances, the Lean approach was
seen as a way of cutting corners, any non value adding activities were eliminated as options and companies
were tied down by cumbersome QA and QC activities
which are difficult to challenge. However, as competition
increases in this fast-changing environment, all company
departments are under pressure to keep control and
continuously improve their time to market, costs, scope
completion, reliability and quality. They are expected
to act proactively and be aligned and synchronized to
achieve the main business goals of profitability, on-time
delivery, quality and customer satisfaction. General managers can no longer look at the company departments
as independent silos, but need to apply end-to-end
visibility to identify any, bottlenecks, delays, poor quality,
and areas of inefficiency. Having a “Right the First Time”
culture in place requires that all groups lead quality and
efficiency enhancement initiatives, eliminate non value
added activities, reduce costs and cycle times, and fully
exploit the production and logistics infrastructure and
facilities.
This holistic approach covers all main management processes, including goals and objectives, monitoring and
control, process optimization, and overall collaboration.
In this article, we take a look at Tefen’s approach to a
lean transformation for medical device companies.

Tefen’s comprehensive approach starts with cross-organizational diagnostics to assess key factors:
	Business prioritization and customization of markets,
customers and products.
	Strategic goals versus actual performance for gross
margins, customer service, and performance excellence
	Operational practices in place – planning, monitoring and
control, lean operation, continuous improvement, quality
embedded along the entire supply chain
	Managerial aspects - optimal organizational structure,
Key Performance Indicators and management routines in
place
	Organizational culture of partnership, transparency and
mutual collaboration
This assessment allows us to identify the main gaps which
are preventing the company from achieving its strategic,
business and operational goals. It reveals actual performance both within individual departments and secondly, as
part of the company value chain, taking into consideration
its interfaces and internal supplier-customer relationships.
Medical device company value chain usually look as
follows:
Research &
Development

Planning &
Sourcing

* Not included in this article
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Production &
Assembly

Kitting &
Delivery

Sales &
Service*

The main questions raised during the assessment with
regards to the above mentioned elements included:
Research &
Development

Planning &
Sourcing

Production &
Assembly

Kitting &
Delivery

Sales &
Service

	Alignment between the company strategy and the R&D
portfolio of projects
	Professional project management focusing on efficient
resource allocation and milestone management, achieving cost and time to market goals
	Efficient R&D processes eliminating rework and quality
issues
	DFX methodology in place ensuring development of mature products in aspects of manufacturability, assembly,
serviceability, reliability, usability, cost, etc.
	Smooth and well planned transition from development to
production

Research &
Development

Planning &
Sourcing

Production &
Assembly

Kitting &
Delivery

Sales &
Service

	Forecast management - weekly forecasts accuracy,
interface and alignment between Sales and Planning
departments through an S&OP (Sales and Operations
Planning) process
	Segmentation into product types: Runners, Repeaters
and Strangers, with a unique and dedicated planning
policy for each type
	Optimal planning methods achieving maximum effectiveness of production facilities and workers availability
	Planning consideration of customer prioritization and
service level agreements
	Supplier management policy and routines ensuring supplies arrive on time, at the best price from few sources

Research &
Development

Planning &
Sourcing

Production &
Assembly

Kitting &
Delivery

Sales &
Service

	Actual versus optimal performance survey looking
at overall equipment effectiveness, products actually
produced compared to the maximum plant capacity,
minimum downtime periods, minimum transportation
and inventory.
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	Looking at the production perception – departments
versus value streams, lines managing products along
the production process from raw materials until finished
goods, material flow across the production floor, maximization of value added activities over non value added
ones.
	Management and performance of supporting disciplines
such as logistics, quality, maintenance – transferring
these disciplines from outside to inside the production
chain, thus eliminating waste, waiting time, and WIP
(Work In Process)
	Waste elimination through Lean principals: visual management, 5S, production line balance, shift replacement
routines, and water spider (pushing the required materials to the production stations only when needed).
	Six Sigma elements in place resulting in minimum variance and maximum stability of the operational processes, including: statistical process control, root cause
identification, continuous improvement.

Research &
Development

Planning &
Sourcing

Production &
Assembly

Kitting &
Delivery

Sales &
Service

	Optimal planning of the kitting and packaging activities
to smoothly follow the production lines
	Ongoing monitoring and control over the kitting and
packaging efficiency through a set of Key Performance
Indicators
	Differentiation between packaging processes for finished
goods to be shipped to customers and parts transferred
to the warehouse
	Material pull flow optimization to suit the work rate and
rhythm and respond immediately to customer needs and
sales forecasts
	Efficient shipment planning and management, preferring
sea over air shipment
By using a multi-level and holistic diagnosis across the
company value chain, organizations receive a drill down of
into specific performance issues that are hampering their
objectives, revealing root causes for main problems, and
providing practical recommendations to impact their future
performance.

CASE STUDY
1. Introduction
During 2013-2014, a world leading medical device company, facing a few challenges related to new product ramp
ups and a new operative production site, started a concentrated effort to improve its production and supply chain
efficiency, quality and on-time delivery.

Tefen was asked to perform a diagnostic survey across
the company supply chain starting from the New Product
Introduction, going through Planning, Sourcing, Production,
Logistics, Quality Control, Quality Assurance, and ending at
Delivery.

Business Strategy

Operational Strategy

Demand

Transition from
Design to Production

Plan

Supply

Source

Make

Deliver

2. Assessment
The diagnostic process revealed some common issues at the company:

Production engaged with R&D,
Purchasing engaged with
logisitcs, Sales engaged
with exportation, R&D
engaged with PMO

Lack of efficiency,
capacity and quality
goals at the
departments and
workers level

Emphasis on
responsibilities
derived by
Organizational
Structure

Measurement
and Control at
all levels
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Customer
segmentation
and internal
prioritization

Customer-Supplier
relations within the
organization

All customer share the same
service level in all aspects
including special demands
and complaints handling

All customer share the same
service level in all aspects
including special demands
and complaint handling

To examine the various elements of LEAN, Tefen used its LEAN Audit questionnaire:

Level 1

Leader Standard Work
Coaching and Feedback

LEAN Leadership

Leadership

2.0

Leader Standard Work

Standard Work

	Leaders make visits
to the facility floor at
least once per week

	Facility leaders
sometimes show
characteristics of
a few of the CI
Mindsets but are
not consistent in
demonstrationg
these.

	Leaders visit some
of the performance
dialogue meetings

There is standardization on how LSW is
developed. It is performed infrequently
There is no tracking
to check if LSW is
performed

It is performed daily,
and there is about
25 % compliance. But,
there is no tracking
to check if LSW is
performed.

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Leaders make visitits
to the facility floor 3 or
4 times per week.

Leaders demonstrate
all CI mindsets on the
shop floor every day

Leader manage the
citical lean processes,
and act as a role
model.

	LSW is developed
for all levels of site
leadership

It is performed daily,
and there is about
75 % compliance.

	It is performed daily,
and there is about
50 % compliance.

	Checks are executed
at critical points in
the process where
weaknesses or
known points of
breakdown are possible
	It is performed daily,
and there is above
90 % compliance

Some leaders have
begun to provide
specific coaching and
feedback

Level 1

Job Instruction

3.0

Level 2

	Leaders Occasionally
make visits to the
facility floor

	There is little
standardized
process on how
to do job tasks.
	There is little standardization of tasks
across crews

	Some Standard
Work documentation
has been created.

Facility leaders occasionally allocate
time in their agenda
to provide coaching
and feedback to direct
reports

Level 2
	Most learning takes
place on-the-job,
and most tasks are
not standardized
across all crews.

Facility leaders have
specific times in their
agenda to provide
coaching and feedback to direct reports.

Level 3
	Some critical tasks
have been standardized across all crews

	Leaders created Job
Breakdown Sheets
for most critical jobs

	Most critical tasks
have been standardized across all crews

	Standard Work
is set for all major
processes

	There is a process
for updating standards

	Standard Operating
Procedures (SOP’s)
are consistent in
content & structure.

	There is an audit
tracking system for
SOP compliance
	Each SOP specifies
content of the work,
optimal sequence
of steps and target
output of the work

Filled in bullets specify the organization level at different Lean categories.
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Level 4

	Leader provide JI
based training to
all employees who
need to be trained
on critical jobs

	There is no defined
plan in place for
fully implementing
Job Instruction (JI)
training.

	New employees are
trained using the
Standard Work

The three culture
management tools
(Feedback, Storytelling
and Recognition) are
being integrated into
many leaders’ team
meeting structures

	At least 30 % of critical tasks have a SOP
	Each SOP specifies
content of the work,
optimal sequence
of steps, timing to
complete and target
output of the work
	It is evident critical
tasks are executed

	All the leaders have
specific standard
work to provide
coaching and
feedback to direct
reports
	The three culture
management tools
are integrated into
every leader’s team
meeting strucutre.

Level 5
	JI methods are used
for training consistently throughout the
entire facility
	All critical tasks have
been standardized
across all crews,
and Job Breakdown
Sheets developed for
these tasks

	100 % of critical
tasks across the
facility have a SOP
	Standard work KPI is
being manged
	Continuous improvement of standard
work are drived by
innovations and input
from workers, engineers and managers

The outcome of the LEAN audit indicated some significant gaps
in LEAN infrastructure and m
 anagement at the organization:

Lean Audit Results

Lean Leadership
Standard Work

5

55

4
TPM – maintenance excellence

Building capabilities

3.0
3 2.0
2.0

2
TPM – AC

Employee involvement

0.2
1

1.0

1.0
1.0

1.0
1.5
TPM – CI

1.7
0.5

Problem Solving

1.0
1.0 1.5

Quick Changeover

Dialogues

Visual Management

Targets and Goal Setting
Lean six sigma

Sales forecasting
Sales forecasting was delivered on an annual basis. The
accuracy of the forecasts for each month revealed that the
monthly DPA (Demand Planning Accuracy) metric perfor-

mance was only 30%. This poor accuracy environment
meant that huge inventory volumes were required in able to
supply customer needs.

100%
Forecast (units)

50%

-100%

3,500.00

3,000.00

2,500.00

2,000.00

1,500.00

-50%

1,000.00

0%
500.00

Forecast-Sales Deviance %

Divergence analysis between actual sales and forecast

DPA = 30%

Monthly forecasts accuracy is very low. High levels of safety stock is required to allow stable production planning.
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An examination of sourcing and connected data analysis
calculations showed a high dependency on sole source
suppliers (which is more common throughout the medical device industry than in other industries), as illustrated
below:
Strategic sourcing

Suppliers’ Pareto according to Purchasing Volume
25,000,000

100.00%

20,000,000
10,000,000
5,000,000
0

75.48%

63.41 %

15,000,000

53.25 %

71.21%

79.71% 83.32%

41.39 %
24.56 %

120.00%
100.00%
80.00%
60.00%
40.00%
20.00%
0.00%

3 suppliers are the
source of 55% of the
purchases volume

Supplier Supplier Supplier Supplier Supplier Supplier Supplier Supplier Supplier
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Very high volume of purchases from a limited number of suppliers

Production management

Runners Group
High Percentage of the production / sales volume
Demand vaiability tends to be low
Repeaters Group
Demand and production volume are moderate
Strangers Group
Production frequency and volume are low. Responsible
for most of supply chain noise

Comparison Analysis: SOW runs vs. Finished
Goods volume –2012 –2013
Finished Goods Volume

Moving on to production management, we noticed that
all products are planned, managed and monitored by the
same processes and means. However, our analysis found
that only 10% of the products drive 90% of the company
income. We recommended adopting a differentiation between Runners (high volume production and low variation
in demand products), Repeaters (moderate volume and
variation) and Strangers (low volume and high variation
products).

100,000,000
90,000,000
80,000,000
70,000,000
60,000,000
50,000,000
40,000,000
30,000,000
20,000,000
10,000,000
0

0

50

100

150

200

250

SOW runs 2012−2013

10 % of the products drive 90 % of the company income.
For maximal operational effectiveness, assigning different product lines to different plants strategy is required
Measurement & control
The main Key Performance Indicators related to finance
issues for which data was readily available. Very few operational Key Performance Indicators were in place, some
of the existing KPI’s relating to the supply chain operation
were subject for disputes over the relevancy and benefit
of producing them. Management routing and continuous
improvement processes based on KPi’s results were also
missing.
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3. Designing the vision

The diagnostic phase recommendations were evaluated according
to impact versus ease of implementation as detailed below:
Roadmap for Implementation
High

Impact
Service improvement, sales increase, profitabllity
improvement, cost reduction, quality improvement
interfaces enhancement)

Metrics System
Implementation
R&D to
Production
Processes
Improvement

Plant
Management
Routines
Improvement

Planning
Processes
Improvement

Visual
Management
Implentation

Import/Export
Processes
Improvement

HR
Standardization
Model in Plant D

Inventory
Control
Improvement

S&OP
Processes
Implementation
Organizational
Structure
Adjustments

Continuous
Flow
Implementation
in Plant D

Purchasing
Processes
Improvement

Quality
Control
Improvement

Logistics and
Production Processes
enhancement
in Plant B

Low
Simple

Complex
Ease of Implementation
(Investment, implementation time, technological solution
complexity, change management)

Short term

Medium term

Long term

Brainstorming sessions to prioritize the recommendations lead to definition of an implementation plan
comprised of six pillars:

1.	Robust planning & scheduling processes
to steer the operation
a.	Clearly prioritize customers, products and work.
b.	Capacity modeling based on OEE, yield and resource
utilization
c.	Close interface between Sales and Production planning
d.	Weekly work plan based on monthly forecasts, S&OP
process and relevant KPIs of DPA (Demand Planning
Accuracy) and MSA (Master Scheduling Accuracy)
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2.	LEAN operation along the supply chain
elements to maximize income and profit

3. Effective and efficient work processes to meet the
organization’s business goals

a.	Well-defined interfaces throughout the organization to
enhance “right the first time” performance
b.	A designation of value stream factory lines to reduce
lead time and WIP inventory and improve materials flow
and PPC department planning ability.
c.	Division of produced SKUs into groups with similar characteristics – similar machines/stations.
d.	After definition of groups (the basis for future value
stream lines): matching line configurations with lean principles, while minimizing unnecessary operations, product
quality inspections and reduction of manual operations
e.	Waste elimination through value stream production lines,
WIP reduction and material pull systems
f.	Quality elements embedded within the production and
supply chain lines instead of a separate station consuming cycle time and WIP
g.	Visual management and management routines involving
all workers in the monitoring and control environment
and continuous improvement culture

a. Development roadmap addressing the business strategy
b.	Sales forecasting process following customer product
management strategy
c.	Smooth transition from development to production using
concurrent engineering principles
d.	Effective and efficient production planning as part of the
S&OP process
e.	Production management processes focusing on on-time
delivery and quality as well as OEE (Overall Equipment
Effectiveness) and labor cost monitoring and control
f.	Efficient supply chain processes, including strategic
sourcing, purchasing, inventory management, importexport and shipment.

Catalog Machine Machine Machine Machine Machine
Number

#1

#2

#3

Product
Group
#1

111





122





Product
Group
#2

211





222





Product
Group
#3

311



322



#4

#5








Gray
Pack

Water
Spider
4 hours
frequency
Production
Employee

Every X
produced
SKU

Production
Employee
Components

Components

Workstation X

Workstation X

Finished
Goods Brakley

Finished
Goods Brakley

Weighing and
Packing

Weighing and
Packing

Every X
produced
SKU

Quality Control

Quality
Controllers
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4. Aligned organizational structure and roles to improve flexibility and focus
a.	Restructuring the Quality department to support organizational departments
b.	Water spider roles responsible for pushing the required
raw materials to the production stations only when
needed
c.	New continuous improvement roles built into the operation with responsibility for developing and implementing
change.
5.	Measurement & control systems
to drive improvements
a.	Defining a performance management infrastructure –
dashboard, KPIs at all hierarchy levels, visual management tools and management routines.
b.	Simple, compelling KPIs, aligned to value-stream performance (throughput, productivity, lead-time, plan vs.
actual, percentage of deviations).
c.	Continuous improvement based on the KPIs results at all
levels
6. LEAN culture
a.	Standard work in place including a daily 10-minute
‘stand-up’ routine, to review the previous shift’s performance by each analyst, raise operational issues to be
resolved (equipment malfunctions, missing reagents etc),
and make new plans accordingly.
b.	Visual boards installed per team, to support communication of KPIs and plan execution progress.
c.	Involve people more in their department performance,
routinely raising improvement ideas.

4. Results:
Changing line configurations was accompanied by a
change in the plant’s operating perception, which included
	Organizational structure changes (quality, production,
logistics, maintenance)
Reduction of inventory, labor cost and cycle times
	Improved logistics operational method (using water
spiders – distributers and diffusers of components/
finished products)
	Improving management monitoring and decision making
through the implementation of line real time management routines and metrics using dashboards and visual
management
In any lean transformation, it is not only important to implement the content-based work streams but also critical to
manage the change process itself, both from the perspective of an organization and on an individual level.
The main change management tools used in this
project were:
1. Stakeholder management – this activity was more important than usual, due to the high seniority of employees and
their increased resistance to change. Major department
managers, team leaders and key analysts were analyzed for
their level of influence on others and their attitude towards
the change.
2. Ongoing communication to all levels
	a. Communication of project progress through the daily
and weekly meetings. The fact that each employee in
the plant felt part of the change made the process a lot
smoother.
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	b. Plant management was involved and informed about
the progress on a weekly basis during the management
meetings.
Lessons learnt from Tefen’s lean quality program
The key success factors for a well-established
change in operation are:
Management commitment and involvement
Buy-in from team leaders and analysts
Tight support in the initial stages of the implementation
Implementation of pilot lines prior to roll out
	Creating robust management routines and KPIs and
ensuring sustainability their sustainability
This project has been gaining an overall significant impact
on the company, implementing a continuous improvement
culture, through ongoing measurement and control as well
as responsive management routines. Main operational KPI’s
have been improved reflecting 15% improvement in demand forecasting and 15% production efficiency improvement.
Project is still going on tackling all operational issues resulting in bottom line performance improvement
Zeev Aharonson, Partner, Tefen Israel

Pharmaceutical
Operations Strategy
– the QC Perspective
By Dan Barzily

Introduction
The pharmaceutical industry is constantly growing. Even in times of economic recessions, many companies experience
increasing customer demands, which requires increased throughput of all steps in the product value stream.
In the life sciences sector, the QC organization is a key factor in delivering products on-time to the market. While most operations managers take into account manufacturing capacity, QC is often the bottleneck when meeting greater demand.

Pharmaceutical QC
Quality is one of the most significant constraints in a pharmaceutical organization. The industry is heavily regulated by the FDA
and Pharmacopoeia, and required to meet GMP and GLP standards. Similar to the manufacturing process, some QC assays
will take up to two weeks until results are available. This situation leads to various challenges, including:
 atches could be rejected post production, which means the organization has invested vast resources (time and money)
B
in a non-conforming product
The service level of the QC department is crucial for delivery
How can the QC department meet manufacturing requirements and achieve best practices, without over-investing in equipment, facilities and personnel?

Strategic
Capacity
Modeling
Current
QC
Capabilities
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Future
Demand
Profiles

Capacity modeling – bottom-up approach
In order to assess the true needs of the QC organization,
the first step is to understand the workload – as a function
of production volume.
1. Mapping the quality operation

To ensure that all the events of an assay are captured, the
study must observe the following stage gates:

Sample Prep
Equipment Prep

Raw
Material
RM tests

Batch Production
In Process Control tests

Drug
Product
Batch
release test Stability tests

Test Runtime
Test Cleanup
Review & Approval

The main product of the mapping phase includes:
List of all the assays performed per product
Frequency and quantity of samples taken for each assay
per batch
Equipment needed to perform each assay, including the
constraints for each instrument. e.g. max samples per run,
set-up time, validation durations and frequencies, etc.
2. Time studies
The second stage of understanding the workload is to
perform time studies. These time studies are the core of
the capacity model, and require a high level of accuracy.
Depending on the total number of assays performed, we
usually divide the assays into ‘test groups’ which are similar
in methods, instruments and consumables used.
a.	Variable vs. fixed time
The fixed component is the time it takes to do all the
‘one-off’ activities related to the test: bringing the samples;
calibrating the equipment, wiping the desk afterwards, filing
the SOP, etc. The fixed component is always the same, irrespective of the quantity of samples in the run. The variable
component is the time it takes to do all the activities that
have to be repeated for each sample in the run: weighing a
sample, pipetting a sample into a test tube, writing a result,
etc. The variable component is repeated in line with the
number of samples in the run.
The separation of fixed and variable time per test enables
us to analyze the impact of campaign size on capacity. In
other words, campaigning plays a significant role in assessing the resources required (FTE, instruments, and footprint)
to meet QC demands.
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All these stage gates must be observed, before the time
study is complete.

3. MOS – multi observation studies
An additional component of the capacity model is the
analyst’s availability to perform tests. Apart from taking
into consideration availability losses, such as weekends,
public holidays and days ill, we use the MOS methodology
to assess the time on-site analysts spend on test-related
activities.
MOS – multi observation study is a technique used to assess the time distribution of analysts in their working area:
 ample multiple analysts (5-10) in constant time intervals
S
(usually 5 minutes) during a whole shift, documenting
each sample by categorizing the task performed. Task
categories are pre-defined.
MOS is used for various purposes:
Understanding the portion of the non-test-related
activities of the analysts. The model core calculates the
workload based on the tests performed in the lab. On
top of that the non-test-related activity portion is added
to calculate the final FTE requirement
Identifying potential improvements in the lab by categorizing the time distribution to value-added and nonvalue-added activities

Analyzing results

MOS results (example):

100%

Planned Break

90%
80%

Absent

70%
60%

Non Value
Added / Avoidable

50%

Sustaining / Regul
atory activity

40%
30%

Required Non-Test
Activities

20%
10%

Value Added

0%
Time Distribution

4. Demand profiles for top products
The last piece in the puzzle of QC demand is the forecast
for top product batches. We encourage our clients to
provide a few scenarios for each product so the analysis
can address different strategies for each. Not only commercial batches are included, as clinical batches and stability
samples (commercial and clinical) can represent over 50%
of the workload.

After formulating the model for all sites in the network, it is
time to zoom out and analyze the results, while taking into
account the following considerations:
 est at source vs. test at central laboratory
T
In-house vs. outsource
Shifts and overtime policy
QC service level
Campaigning
While deciding on the right strategy, it is important to acknowledge the trade-offs between each factor. Obviously,
increasing campaign sizes (batch size) will reduce the number of FTE required but, on the other hand, will increase
lead times and could theoretically affect compliance. Testing
at source (where manufacturing takes place) will improve
lead times, while establishing a COE (center of excellence)
will realize savings by consolidating facilities.
The art of formulating the right strategy requires that you
find the evasive balance point for each trade-off while
bearing in mind the long-term goals of the company. Each
component is addressed in a structured approach while
formulating different strategies.
Outsourcing decision tree:
Competitive entry barrier
IP heavily invested
Adds significant value
Integral to value-stream

Capacity model algorithm summary:
Top Product
Demand
(Batches)

„Core“
activity?

Bill of Tests

(Assays per
Product Batch)

Samples
Demand

Length of Tests
(Time Standards /
Time Studies)

Yes

No

Simple
and
frequent?

Simple
and
frequent?

Yes

HR Planning
Data

Workload

On site

Required
Capacity
(FTEs)
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No

In global
function

In-house

Yes

Outsource for
knowledge
reasons

No

Outsource for
efficiency
reasons

External

Strategic capacity-modeling benefits
Preventing overinvestment:
In many cases, sizing the QC operation in terms of FTE,
footprint and instruments is undertaken by the QC department managers. This situation, where major capital and
operational expenses are allocated on the basis of past
experience and managerial common sense, often results in
excessive investments in underutilized equipment, facilities
and personnel.
A well-built strategic capacity model enables the organization to size the QC operation, based on an analytical
scientific tool which supports data-driven decision making.
Tefen’s experience shows that ~15% of total QC expenses
can be avoided by more accurate long-term sizing according to different customer demand scenarios.
QC network optimization:
The global pharmaceuticals market is dynamic, with brands
constantly increasing their global reach and experience fluctuating customer demands. As a result, the QC network
is becoming even more complex to design and often plays
a critical link in the product value stream, affecting on-time
delivery of final products.
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A strategic capacity model enables you to analyze the pros
and cons of different network designs, and provides management with a clear view of the trade-offs between lead
time/flexibility/cost and risk. This model helps management
to answers difficult questions, such as:
 ow many labs do we need?
H
Where should we locate our labs?
How can we prepare our QC network for new market
penetration or new product introductions?
Considering the benefits above, the model results have
proven to be invaluable while establishing a 3-5 year growth
plan for pharmaceutical QC operations. Case studies performed by Tefen over the past few years have shown that
savings can reach six figure USD amounts on an annual
basis.
Dan Barzily, Project Manager, Tefen USA

